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ABSTRACT
Sign synthesis is still an evolving technology and improving it requires the elicitation of qualitative feedback from users. Current options for acquiring qualitative feedback are limited. Face-to-face tests conducted in sign language are expensive. On the other hand, remote tests do not use the preferred language of the test participants. A new tool, SignQUOTE, (Signed Qualitative Usability Online Testing Environment) is a configurable, cross-platform remote testing system based entirely on sign language. It includes an innovative method for capturing qualitative feedback in sign language via webcam. In a comparison study, participants viewed animations of American Sign Language and gave suggestions for improvement. Suggestions elicited by SignQUOTE were comparable to those elicited in a face-to-face setting. SignQUOTE comes with a TestDesigner that allows researchers to customize tests. The software is available as open source.

1. INTRODUCTION
Sign synthesis technology is still in a formative stage, as no system has yet to produce animations whose appearance is preferable to video recordings of a human signer. Improving sign synthesis requires regular feedback from people who use Sign as their preferred language. As noted by Hix and Hartson [1], qualitative feedback is particularly useful in this formative stage, where the goal is to improve the technology. As Ebling and John [2] aptly state, “To be effective, evaluation cannot simply answer with a “yes” or “no” (e.g., “the interface is not usable”), but must provide detailed information about why the design does not work as anticipated or, at least, what problems users experience”. This applies to sign synthesis as well.

2. AN IDEAL TEST SETUP
For gathering qualitative data, an ideal test setup is a face-to-face environment [3], where the test is conducted in the preferred language of the participants [4][5]. This includes all questionnaires, the informed consent, and any instructions. If the preferred language of the test population is a sign language, then the test should be conducted in that sign language. Ideally, the test facilitator should be fluent in the same sign language. If hearing note takers are gathering the qualitative feedback, sign language interpreters are necessary to voice the participants’ responses. Figure 1 shows the test setup and Figure 2 shows a test in progress.

In the United States, the preferred language of the Deaf community is American Sign Language (ASL), an independent natural language that is different from English [7]. For the remainder of this paper, the term “Deaf” (with a capital D) will refer to any community of people whose preferred language is visual/gestural, rather than spoken/written.
3. **FACE-TO-FACE CHALLENGES**

The barriers in face-to-face testing with Deaf participants are myriad. A facilitator not fluent in Sign hampers communication, because an interpreter must repeat everything that the facilitator says. In this situation participants must watch the interpreter, not the facilitator, and any supportive nonverbal cues are lost.

Scheduling is another barrier. In addition to coordinating the schedules of facilitators, note takers and participants, researchers must coordinate with an interpreting agency to schedule certified interpreters. Costs of hiring an interpreter can tend to limit the number of tests.

It can be difficult to recruit enough people that fit the desired user profile and who are willing to incur the time and cost of traveling to the test site. Even in areas where there is a large local Deaf community, the simple challenge of finding and paying for parking can prevent participation. Due to these difficulties, researchers often need to seek out and travel to Deaf conventions.

With these barriers, testing can occur only rarely. In the past, our group’s activities were timed to the scheduling of regional Deaf events, in order to attract enough participants.

Even when sufficient data were collected successfully, there was always a potential for problems with localization. Face-to-face testing in a fixed location restricts the pool of potential participants to a specific geographic area. Recruiting exclusively from a local region might skew results when compared with a more geographically diverse population.

4. **THE PROMISE OF REMOTE TESTING**

In contrast to a face-to-face setting, Web-based remote testing is not limited to a single geographic region. It can be performed asynchronously which eases the burden of scheduling [8], and has been used in recent years to evaluate Web sites, virtual prototypes, and software [9]. This technology can remove barriers of distance, and ease localization problems [10]. Data collected over a network is stored centrally, and testing can occur in parallel, leading to faster data collection and lower costs [11].

Remote testing has the potential to reach a large, geographically diverse Deaf population in a cost-effective manner [12]. It holds particular promise since many members of the Deaf community have embraced the Internet as a preferred means of communication [13]. Through the use of webcams, members of the Deaf community chat directly in Sign and avoid the necessity of typing.

However current remote testing technologies present a significant barrier to eliciting qualitative feedback because they do not permit Deaf participants to respond in their preferred language. In the U.S., English is not a viable option because the average reading fluency of a Deaf adult is at the fourth-grade level [14]. ASL is the preferred language of the Deaf community, and differs radically from English. Asking Deaf participants to type responses to open-ended questions in English forces them to make their suggestions in a second language. This language barrier motivates a new approach to remote usability testing.

5. **A DESIGN FOR BETTER ELICITATION**

What is needed is an improved approach that would retain the cost savings and convenience of remote testing while providing an easier way for participants to offer qualitative feedback. Desirable features for such a system include

1. *A visual format to the interface.* The only language that should appear is signed language, not written language. It should also minimize the use of graphics, to avoid misinterpretation due to cultural differences.
2. *A facility to record via webcam.* With webcam recording, Deaf participants can answer open-ended questions and thus supply qualitative feedback in their preferred language.
3. *Sequential navigation.* Since no facilitator will be present during the test, navigation should be as simple as possible.

From a researcher’s perspective, the system should have minimal hardware requirements and be compatible across platforms, to make it accessible to the widest possible audience. Data should be collected transparently and automatically from each participant and stored in a neutral format. Lastly, creating test designs should require as little technical knowledge as possible.

6. **SignQUOTE: A NEW TECHNOLOGY**

SignQUOTE (Signed Qualitative Usability Online Testing Environment) is a configurable, cross-platform remote testing system based entirely on signed language. With SignQUOTE, scheduling becomes asynchronous. Participants can test at their convenience by clicking on a URL, and multiple people can participate simultaneously. SignQUOTE makes it possible to invite participants from a wide geographic area, and allows them to test in a familiar setting of their choosing.

It reduces interpreter costs. In a face-to-face setting, interpreters sign the informed consent and test instructions, and need to wait as the participant observes a stimulus and formulates a response. When using SignQUOTE, researchers can wait until all of the tests are completed, and hire an interpreter to voice the open-ended responses in a single session. We found that studies previously requiring sixteen hours of interpreter time now take well under three.

6.1 **System Architecture**

Figure 3 shows SignQUOTE’s two components: TestDesigner and TestServer. A researcher uses TestDesigner to create the test and then directs TestServer to make it available via a hyperlink.
6.2 TestDesigner
The SignQUOTE TestDesigner allows researchers to create, manage, and deploy video-based tests over the Web. It features a graphical user interface with text-based instructions that allows a researcher to easily create and edit questions. Researchers have the option of recording instructions directly via webcam, or uploading them from pre-recorded video files.

Researchers can specify any number of questions. Choices for question formats include Likert, true/false, or open-ended. Test stimuli as well as instructions can be recorded using a webcam or uploaded as video files. Figure 4 shows a screenshot of a completed question.

Figure 4: Question editor screen from TestDesigner module of SignQUOTE.

The resulting test design is stored in an XML-based configuration file which specifies the test’s presentation in the TestServer component. Researchers administer the test by emailing invitations containing the hyperlink.

6.3 TestServer
All information and instructions in SignQUOTE’s TestServer, from informed consent to post-test questionnaire, are presented in signed language. Figure 5 shows the screen layout for a closed-ended question using a Likert scale. Recordings of the test moderator appear in the upper right window and test stimuli appear on the left. The participant views instructions from the moderator and observes test stimuli. The participant can view a stimulus multiple times and then answer questions in the lower-right response area. Across the top of the screen is a progress indicator.

As is apparent in the figure, there are no text labels associated with the Likert choices. Instead, the interface takes advantage of a unique visual aspect of sign language called indexing [15]. Indexing occurs in ASL when a person refers to an object or another person in the environment, and involves pointing at the entity. The signed instructions in this tool use indexing to refer to the response choices. This is analogous to asking a hearing person to respond to the choices of a Likert scale.

The tool also provides for open-ended questions by capturing responses via the participant’s webcam, as shown in Figure 6. The test moderator asks the participant to sign their response for the webcam. The response area changes to show a webcam control.

The participant signs a response and clicks the control when done. Participants are comfortable with this due to their previous experience using webcams. Further, the informed consent in our studies stipulates that the recorded responses are only used for collecting aggregate data and are destroyed at the end of the study.

6.4 Technical Details
Both SignQUOTE components are Adobe Flex applications. They run on Apache, use PHP for data collection, and WowZa Media Server2 or Red 5 for video streaming. All of these are free or free for small numbers of simultaneous sessions. Necessary hardware includes an Internet connection and a webcam.

Figure 5: TestServer screenshot showing facilitator indexing the response buttons.

Figure 6: Interacting with SignQUOTE’s TestServer.

Recorded video is stored in FLV format, and data are stored as text files. For the interpreter to view the videos, we set up a VLC player, and for our data analysis, we used MS Excel.

7. USABILITY
In a usability evaluation of the TestServer interface [16], 85 percent of participants indicated that the indexing technique was very easily understood, and 100 percent agreed or strongly agreed with the statement “ASL is better than English for this type of
test.” Participants described the test approach as “inspired”, “super-great”, and “beneficial to the Deaf community”.

8. CONFIDENTIALITY ISSUES
Maintaining confidentiality is paramount in studies involving human participants, which means that special measures need to be taken when recording a signed response to a question. For data analysis, we retain only an audio recording of the interpreter’s voicing of the signed responses. Interpreters adhere to strict confidential and ethical standards set by Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf (RID) [17]. Destroying the video recordings is analogous to destroying recordings of face-to-face test sessions. In fact, since the researchers never need to see the faces of the participants, this method has an enhanced level of confidentiality.

9. COMPARING THE METHODS
We used SignQUOTE to test several animations that we had tested previously in a face-to-face setting [18]. As in the face-to-face test, we asked each participant to repeat the sentence and to rate its clarity on a 5-point Likert scale. Depending on the stimulus, we asked participants to rate the avatar’s affect or to estimate the size of the object mentioned in the animation. This rating was also on a 5-point Likert scale. Finally, we asked the open-ended question, “Tell us how we can improve the animation.” It is this last question that is essential to the goal of improved sign synthesis.

Twenty people participated in the face-to-face study and twenty-two participated in the remote study. The studies used identical stimuli and collected the same quantitative and qualitative data. As a first comparison we consider the quantitative results from the two studies. Of course, we are primarily interested in the ability to elicit qualitative feedback; however, it is important to check that the new test instrument is not overly skewing the quantitative data collected. As is commonly recognized, nonparametric tests such as Mann-Whitney are more appropriate than t-tests for analyzing this type of Likert data [19]. Figure 7 shows the medians and the two-tailed Mann-Whitney scores for the five stimuli in both studies.

One of the possible contributing factors to the disparities between the face-to-face and remote results is the small sample size of the face-to-face test. Although face-to-face testing is the “gold standard” for eliciting qualitative feedback, it carries a high cost which often forces researchers to limit the number of participants.

In an effort to characterize the nature of the qualitative data, we created two metrics. The first, “elicitation” is the percentage of participants who gave substantive suggestions for improvement. Responses such as “It’s fine,” or “no comment” were omitted while responses such as “The brows should be up longer” or “She’s signing too slow” were deemed substantive suggestions.

As seen in Figure 8, the remote testing method was comparable in eliciting qualitative feedback. Although not statistically significant, the percentages were consistently higher in the remote scenario. Perhaps the absence of a human facilitator in the same room encouraged participants to offer suggestions more freely.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Affect/Size</th>
<th>Face-to-face Median</th>
<th>Remote Median</th>
<th>Mann-Whitney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (affect)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (affect)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (size)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (size)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 (size)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: Results from the Size/Emotion Likert Scales

The second metric, “overlap,” was intended to give a sense of the scope of feedback in the remote data as compared with the face-to-face scenario. To compute overlap, we first created sets of distinct suggestions, one for the face-to-face data and one for the remote data. We then calculated the intersection of the two sets and computed the following ratio:

\[
\text{overlap} = \frac{\text{#(f2f ∩ remote)}}{\text{#(f2f)}}
\]

An overlap of 100% would indicate that every suggestion occurring in the face-to-face set also occurred in the remote set. In Figure 9, the metric is expressed as \(k/p\) where \(k\) is the cardinality of the intersection and \(p\) is the cardinality of the face-to-face set.

One of the possible contributing factors to the disparities between the face-to-face and remote results is the small sample size of the face-to-face test. Although face-to-face testing is the “gold standard” for eliciting qualitative feedback, it carries a high cost which often forces researchers to limit the number of participants.

In an effort to characterize the nature of the qualitative data, we created two metrics. The first, “elicitation” is the percentage of participants who gave substantive suggestions for improvement. Responses such as “It’s fine,” or “no comment” were omitted while responses such as “The brows should be up longer” or “She’s signing too slow” were deemed substantive suggestions.

As seen in Figure 8, the remote testing method was comparable in eliciting qualitative feedback. Although not statistically significant, the percentages were consistently higher in the remote scenario. Perhaps the absence of a human facilitator in the same room encouraged participants to offer suggestions more freely.

The first metric gave us a sense of the number of participants willing to give qualitative feedback, but we wanted to dig deeper to understand whether we were getting the same types of suggestions. Our second metric, “overlap,” was intended to give a sense of the scope of feedback in the remote data as compared with the face-to-face scenario. To compute overlap, we first created sets of distinct suggestions, one for the face-to-face data and one for the remote data. We then calculated the intersection of the two sets and computed the following ratio:

\[
\text{overlap} = \frac{\text{#(f2f ∩ remote)}}{\text{#(f2f)}}
\]

An overlap of 100% would indicate that every suggestion occurring in the face-to-face set also occurred in the remote set. In Figure 9, the metric is expressed as \(k/p\) where \(k\) is the cardinality of the intersection and \(p\) is the cardinality of the face-to-face set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Animation</th>
<th>Elicitation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>50% (2 / 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>40% (2 / 5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>33% (1 / 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>50% (3 / 6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>33% (2 / 6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8: Elicitation metric for eliciting qualitative data.

The overlap scores indicate that each of the two scenarios elicited a number of unique suggestions. However what the overlap metric does not convey is that the most commonly offered suggestions for improvement did occur in both the face-to-face and the remotely-gathered feedback.
The overlap scores, coupled with the elicitation scores, are good indicators that the remote test is uncovering issues with the animations that were not mentioned in the face-to-face study. A contributing factor could be that the face-to-face participants came from a single geographic region while the participants in the remote study hailed from locations across the country. These findings are consistent with previous studies of asynchronous remote testing of Web and mobile applications [20][21][22].

10. RESULTS
Using SignQUOTE significantly lowers the cost of conducting a test and researchers are not constrained by scheduling or geography when recruiting participants. As a result, tests can occur more often, and improvements to sign synthesis can occur more quickly.

Because it is configurable, and the testing interface is language-independent, SignQUOTE can be used with any sign language that uses indexing as a means of pronominalization. As well as testing synthesized sign language, the technology could serve as a platform for administering questionnaires. If researchers obtained permission from participants to archive the signed responses, SignQUOTE could also be used as a means to elicit signed exemplars for corpus building.

SignQUOTE is licensed under the GNU Affero General Public License. Both source and documentation are available for download at http://asls.cs.depaul.edu/signQUOTE.
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